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Wraith Road Wheels.t

It is most important to note that there are two different types
of road wheels and three types of wheel nuts on Ylrai'th cars, indiscriminate
mixing of which may' have serious consequences..

,,...

The first series:of Wraith cars up to 'IXA.102 were fitted with
road wheels GW,,429 and wheel 'nut3 GW.,422/3. These had a 100 taper as in
the sketch herewitho

After Chassis Number WXA.103, road wheels GWe2092, and wheel
nuts GW.2090/1 were used with a 300 taper.

Following this it was found that when discs were fitted, it was
possible for a foul to occur between the nuts and the aluminium spider
carrying the outer disc. This was due to insufficient clearance between
the nut and the aluminium spider~ the recessing in the 'spider not being
adequate. A further change was therefore made in the wheel nut by
shortening the depth of the tapered portion by 1/16th". The part number
was changed to G\f.2239/40.. ·

The latest wheel nut G\f..2239/40 maY be used to replace G1f.2090/1
but NOT the previous type.,

Cases have occurred where a foul on the spider or the use of an
incorrect wheel nut for the type of road v/heel has caused a wheel to come
adrift, and it is most important thaI'; ';~he above should be made a point of
inspection on all Wraith cars before f~nal deliver,y..

All concerned should, therefore, be notified of'the foregoing,
and steps taken to prevent incorrect nuts being fitted.

In the event of a foul being discovered on the aluminium spider,
~he spider'itself should be rece~sed deeper a. if the irouble is rectified
by shortening the wheel nut, the same troublemay ooour later on if the
nuts are changed again for a~' reason.

Retailers should instruct their Sales Departments concerni~
the above, as wheels are' frequently changed when a sale is completed i!n

order to obtain better tyres.
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WHEEL NUT

GW.lt.22/3.

WHEELNUT
GW.2090/1

WHEEL NU'r
GW.2239/lt-O

A Series:
UA.t - 102

A Series
WXA.103 - 109

B Series onwards
wi thout discs.

B Series onwards
with discs

(Later standardised
for all B & C Series
cars).
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